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The Italian Federation for the Rational use 
of Energy is a no-profit association founded 
in 1987 that promotes energy efficiency, 
supporting energy manager, ESCOs and other 
companies dealing with energy. 

Besides the activities directed to its members, 
FIRE operates under an implementing 
agreement with the Ministry of Economic 
Development to manage the Italian energy 
manager network since 1992. 

In order to promote energy efficiency FIRE 
cooperates and deals with public authorities, 
energy technology and service companies, 
consultants, medium and large consumers, 
universities and associations to promote best 
practices and improve the legislation. 

FIRE manages SECEM - an accredited body 
under ISO 17024 - to certify Energy 
management experts (EGE - UNI CEI 11339).

FIRE: the association for energy efficiency
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Besides being involved in many European 
projects, listed next, FIRE implement surveys 
and market studies on energy related topics, 
information and dissemination campaigns, 
and advanced training.  

Some of FIRE clients over the years: Ministero 
dell’Ambiente, ENEA, GSE, RSE, Regione 
Piemonte, Provincia di Torino, Comune di 
Vignola, EASME, Ecofys, ENEL, Engie, Estra, 
Ferrovie dello Stato, FCA, Galbani, Hitachi, 
Leonardo, Poste Italiane, Schneider Electric, 
TIM, Unioncamere, Vigili del Fuoco, Wind Tre, 
universities, associations, energy agencies 
and exhibition organizers.

FIRE: the association for energy efficiency

www.fire-italia.org

Cooperates with:

Policy

Management and good practices

Financing of projects

EPC and standardization

On-going and just completed EU projects: 



www.secem.eu

SECEM 

SECEM, European System for Certification in 
Energy Management, is a certification body 
created by the FIRE.  

SECEM was the first body to offer third-party 
certification for Energy Management Experts 
(EMEs) according to UNI CEI 11339 and is 
accredited according to the ISO/IEC 17024 
standard.  

In Italy two standards were developed in order 
to promote the qualification of energy efficiency 
operators: UNI CEI 11339 for EMEs was issued in 
2009, UNI CEI 11352 for ESCOs was published 
in 2010. A new standard for energy auditor is 
presently under preparation. 

Both the mentioned standards are recognized 
from the national legislation within the energy 
audit obl igat ions for large companies 
introduced by the EED directive and the white 
certificate scheme.
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Implementation of efficiency measures

It is often challenging to implement energy efficiency measures. In past projects in 
which FIRE participated  (supporting tools and energy audit for SMES, training 
programme for building experts, etc.) and in supporting schemes (e.g. local funding for 
energy audits in SMEs) or obligation ones, the implementation rates are lower than 
expected. 

Studying the non technical barriers to energy efficiency in the Italian market we found:  

•Low priority/understanding of benefits; 

•Perception of lower rates of return for efficiency investments; 

•Poor confidence in the results of the diagnosis/feasibility studies (sometimes 
overestimated because of different mechanisms); 

•A number of factors (design, implementation, management, etc.) can influence the 
results of an intervention; 

• It is easier to assess the costs than the benefits of efficiency; 

•Difficulty assessing savings; 

•Rising energy prices and their effects are ignored; 

•Split incentive; 
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Energy efficiency isn’t just energy savings

 6Source of the figure: IEA, Capturing the multiple benefits of energy efficiency.

Understand the 
connection
with core business 
can change the 
approach to energy 
efficiency.

Non energy benefits:
• Cost reduction,
• Competitiveness,
• Quality,
• Risks,
• Capitalisation,
• Value proposition,
• etc.



Reasons to evaluate non energy benefits

Value 

The economic attractiveness of investments improves as the 
cash flow of energy savings is added to that of the other 
elements. 

De-risking 

The evaluation of negative consequences allow to better 
evaluate the risks connected to the intervention, and 
therefore to reduce the perceived risk, which is the 
fundamental reason why energy efficiency projects are 
required to have more performing economic indicators to 
proceed with the investment. 

Proposal 

It becomes possible to propose improvement measures 
leveraging other benefits, facilitating the identification of 
allies in the company and showing decision makers the 
aspects to which they are more sensitive.
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An example
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M-benefits scheme

The M-Benefits project aims to introduce a methodology that helps the parties involved 
in the proposal for energy efficiency measures to understand the effects of these 
solutions on the core business. 
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M-benefits scheme

1.Simplified analysis of the business of the company, highlighting the investment 
priorities and the basis of the value proposition. 

2.Energy analysis, identification of efficiency measures, energy benefits and 
identification of non-energy ones. 

3.Value-risk-cost analysis and quantification of multiple benefits. 

4.Financial analysis considering the multiple benefits. 

5.Presentation of investment projects.

 10www.mbenefits.eu
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Risk perception of Energy Efficiency
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Barriers inhibiting enterprises - especially 
in SMEs - from investing in EE include:
• Lack of trust. 
• EE not usually an investment priority. 
• Lack of suitable financing. 
• Lack of experience and visibility on 

business opportunity.



The ESI model - rationale
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- Standardized contract; Contractual 
arrangement between technology 
provider- SME; provides a transparent 
framework to guarantee energy savings

- Energy Savings Insurance; to 
guarantee the commitments of the 
Technology provider (up to 5 years)

- Validation; Arbitration role and technical 
opinion (ex ante/ ex post).

- Financing; provided by Banks to SME; 
credit.



The ESI model -  scheme
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Technology 
Provider

FI (if 
applicable)

SMEs $, Energy savings

Project 
payment

Engineering 

and 

installation

Insurance/
Guarantor

Project 
performance 
risk coverage EE Project

Loan/leasing

Credit 
Guarantee

(if applicable)

Incentives

Financing 
SMEs: Investor and credit 

taker for EE projects, 
commercial bank

➢The ESI model provides de-risking 
mechanisms for SMEs

➢Banks differentiate the assessment for ESI 
projects (improve the credit rating) or credit 
conditions (interest and tenor)

➢Banks mobilise their green credit lines (or 
create new products) for EE projects

➢Links existing supporting financial 
mechanism (e.g. incentives, credit 
guarantees, etc.) with FI and SMEs, 
mobilising the demand side

➢FIs are engaged and trained to understand 
the functioning and interaction with the ESI 
mechanisms



How ESI works
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A (pre-validated) technology 
provider offers to a customer 
an energy efficiency project, 
guaranteeing the agreed 
energy savings.

The contract is simple, easy 
to understand and includes 
the elements of the ESI 
model.

STARTING PHASE

An independent validation body validates 
the energy savings agreed in the proposal.

The insurance company issues the policy 
to cover the savings agreed by the 
supplier.

Investments in efficient technologies with 
guaranteed savings can facilitate access 
to green credit lines.

CONTRACT ACTIVATION INSTALLATION PHASE

The supplier installs the new 
high efficiency equipment.

The validation body verifies 
and validates that the 
installation of the system was 
carried out in accordance with 
the contract



How ESI works
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OPERATIONAL PHASE

The operation of new equipment 
offers lower energy costs, higher 
productivity and better 
performance.

The maintenance services offered 
by the technology provider ensure 
that the equipment works optimally.

Energy savings are measured and 
reported by the technology 
provider via a simple online 
system, from which the customer 
can verify and approve 
information.

If the agreed savings are not achieved 
and the supplier cannot meet the 
commitment made, the insurance 
intervenes to cover the savings 
promised to the customer.

In the event of disagreement about the 
achieved  savings, the validation body 
acts as an arbitrator.

RISK COVERAGESAVING MEASUREMENT



Market Assessment and Market Potential
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Total Number of Enterprises*
Italy Portugal Spain Total

Micro 3 473 409 764 233 2 312 541 6 550 183
Small 117 418 21 180 72 198 210 796
Medium 64 428 16 107 52 524 133 059
Large 3 158 787 2 905 6 850
Total Enterprises 3 658 413 802 307 2 440 168 6 900 888
*Eurostat (2018) Annual enterprise statistics by size class for special aggregates of activities (NACE Rev. 2) for Sectors B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,M,N reference year 2015

➢LED lighting
➢Industrial refrigeration
➢Cogeneration
➢Solar PV systems
➢Air conditioning systems

➢Air compressors
➢Boilers
➢Electric motors
➢Solar water heaters

Pre-selection of technologies within the prioritised sectors



The ESI Model around the world
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ESI was recognised by 
the Global Innovation 
Lab for Climate Finance 
as one of the most 
promising instruments to 
mobilise private sector 
investments in energy 
efficiency. 

ESI also features in the 
G20 Energy Efficiency 
Investment Toolkit.

Replication in other EU 
countries is intended.
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What can we do together?

FIRE can be a partner for many activities: 

carrying out surveys among energy managers, ESCO, 
EGE, companies with ISO 50001, etc .; 

implementation of market and sectoral studies; 

guides and analysis on incentive tools and policies; 

information campaigns and behavioral change; 

dissemination campaigns; 

energy audits and feasibility studies; 

training courses on energy management and its 
tools (ISO 50001, energy audits, EPC, IPMVP, LCCA, 
feasibility studies, etc.), policies and incentives, 
solutions for energy efficiency, cogeneration, etc; 

European projects (e.g. Horizon2020), international 
cooperation, and much more…  

Get in touch!
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segreteria@fire-italia.org



Thank you!

www.facebook.com/FIREenergy.manager   

www.linkedin.com/company/fire-federazione-
italiana-per-l'uso-razionale-dell'energia 

www.twitter.com/FIRE_ita

For�more�information�about�
our�activities��
visit�our�web�site!�


